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Dramatis Personae

Marty

A boy with a spoon.

Rusty

A large bully with a cape.

Transom

A small, stuffed dinosaur.

Holly

A girl with a power.



At rise five characters stand behind five chairs going from left to right across the stage.
They remain there throughout the play. All props are either pantomimed or done with
one of the chairs. MARTY comes downstage.

marty

What a terrible day! Can you believe how terrible it is? At least it’s over. I’m on my way home now
with my trusty friend Transom. He’s a lovable dinosaur. He keeps me company when I’m down and
not feeling well. I suppose all of you are making fun of me, huh? Whispering to each other about
me being a big nerd ! Well, I know you all have a special friend of your own you turn to in times
of trouble. You don’t tell anyone about your friend but they keep you safe when the night light is
off... and maybe even when it’s on. Well my friend is Transom, the lovable dinosaur. And Transom
likes to fly!

MARTY throws the imaginary Transom offstage. TRANSOM the actor enters from
behind the chairs.

marty

Transom! Come back!

transom

Hello, Marty!

marty

Why the sad look? You flew farther than I’ve ever seen anyone fly!

transom

Your terrible day, Marty. I saw what happened. I saw Rusty with his big boot –

marty

– I don’t want to talk about it!

transom

Well, you’ve got to talk about it.

marty

Well I don’t want to.

transom

It’s got to stop, Marty. You’ve got to tell someone.

marty

I’m embarrassed.
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transom

I understand, but it’s only going to get worse. He had his foot on your head today – pushing your
head into the ground – and that other girl too –

marty

Holly.

transom

It’s about more than you now. You can’t let –

marty

– Don’t say his name! –

transom

Rusty! Rusty! Rusty! You can’t let Rusty – literally – walk all over you and others. The first step
is talking about it.

marty

To who?

transom

Your parents. Your teachers –

marty

I’ll talk to you, okay?

transom

That’s a start.

marty

Well that’s the only start you’re gonna get. It’s embarrassing, Transom.

transom

You don’t think I’ve been embarrassed? All the time. That’s what happened to me in the paleolithic
era.

marty

Whatever. You’re so much older than me.

transom

Finish your yogurt?
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marty

Yeah.

transom

Well then: get to talking.

marty

What am I supposed to say?

transom

You’re not supposed to say anything. You’re just supposed to talk.

MARTY walks downstage. Spotlight. Solo. TRANSOM is lit as a sillhouette.

marty

Well, it all started when I was three.

The following is done in sillhouette. Puppets? People? Projection? You decide. TRAN-
SOM remains clearly separated from these visual depictions.

marty

Minding my own business on the playground. It was the first day I had you, Transom. Mom and
just gotten you for me. I loved you. I loved you so much. We’d just moved to town – a long way –
and I was just happy to see a playground again. I didn’t want to play though because I had you. It
didn’t matter though. Marty already had his sights on me for one reason or another. But I couldn’t
have my sights on him at all.

The sound and visual of sand flying into our hero’s face. The dumbshow goes black.
The real TRANSOM sillhouette now has a guest sillhouette creeping slowly towards him:
RUSSELL.

marty

Then, when I was eight – RUSSELL was bigger than me – he came up behind me and put a frog
down my back. Was it funny? I guess it was. I danced and giggled – because it was tickling me – but
at the end of the day it wouldn’t have been anything to fuss about except, well, Russell knew I was
allergic to frogs. I blew up like a balloon and had to be rushed to the emergency room. Apparently
I even died, technically, but my Mom says I’m “a fighter.”

The dumbshow goes dark again. RUSSELL, in the darkness, steals the real TRANSOM
sillhouette and they disappear. MARTY continues telling stories. Lights to normal.
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marty

And then, you know – today! – Russell had Holly and me under his big boots, in tears, crying and
trying not to eat the dirt beneath his shoes. You know, I’ve never understood why he’s so mean. I
just don’t get it at all. You’ve always been the one to console me: every time. Without fail. I’m so
glad that you’re my friend, Transom.

MARTY turns around. TRANSOM is gone.

marty

Transom? Hey Transom! Where did you go you big goof! What’s that smell? Footprints! They’re
so big. They’re so... Russell! No!

Sound of lightening takes us into and out of black. We return to RUSSELL’s dungeon.
Transom is held captive by a clever arrangement of chairs and the imagination.

transom

Let me free!

russell

Free? What’s that? Why so snooty? And dear me, such dry skin. What’s wrong, Transom? The
dungeon life doesn’t suit your fragile frame? Please. These accomodations are practically modern.

transom

You’ll never get what you want!

russell

That rather depends on what I want, doesn’t it? Or, rather, what you imagine that I want. Isn’t
that right? Doesn’t that carry more meaning? Oh! I’ve just worked my thoughts into a knot. Do
help me get them out.

transom

Untie me!

russell

Not the greatest transition, Dino, but it will do. How’s this: “No.” Too quaint. Too short. Aha!
Did you actually think I’d let you go without something in return.

transom

Just what do you want?

russell

A ransom for Transom. It’s got a ring to it, doesn’t it? Don’t you think. It rhymes, and as much as
I hate rhyming it seems rather appropriate. Renumeration for years of abuse at the hands of that
horrid Marty.
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transom

Marty never did anything to you. It was all you! He’s told me the stories. I was even there!

russell

Dear me. We will have our hands full with you, won’t we? Well, the shackles remain then. I was
hoping we could chat as equals over tea. Perhaps play a game of chess if you could approximate
an opposable thumb out of one or your fingers to move the pieces. All of that, however, assumes
that you have the brain power to play the game. I’m not judging! No no! But, you know, you let
extinction get the best of you and your friends. I’d have at least had the courtesy to try to live.
But, to each their own. It’s the modern age, right?

transom

You’re evil! Let me go!

russell

Ha ha! Oh no!

Blackout. The sound of swings creaking in the breeze. We rise to see HOLLY and
MARTY sitting on chairs “swinging.”

holly

My face hurts, Marty.

marty

Mine too.

holly

I don’t want to do anything.

marty

We’ve got to. He stole my dinosaur.

holly

I’m kind of scared of Russell. Aren’t you?

marty

Yeah. I’m really scared of him.

holly

It was just a doll after all.
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marty

A doll? That doll – Transom – Transom got me through so many rough times. Without Transom...
I don’t even know.

A change of immense importance.

holly

So are you ready to slay the mighty Russell?

marty

What?

holly

Are you ready to raise your mightly sword and smite the evil overlord? Reclaim your dinosaur?

marty

My mighty sword?

MARTY raises his hand to reveal a large sword.

marty

Whoa...

holly

Let’s go.

marty

Okay.

holly

No. Wait. They’ve come to us.

marty

What has?

holly

Something unpleasant. Something unreal. Something from storybooks, fiction, or...

marty

... or what?

A large “moo” udders forth as a human with a cow head enters the stage.
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marty

A cow man?

holly

That’s not just a –

marty

– is it dangerous.

holly

It’s like a –

marty

– like a what? It’s just a cow head on a slow-moving human.

holly

Mad Cow Disease!

marty

What does that mean?

holly

It’s a hybrid cow-man zombie!

The cow zombie lets loose another “moo” and walks slowly towards the two heroes, arms
aloft.

marty

Ah! What do we do?

holly

Don’t let it touch you!

marty

I’ll use my sword!

holly

Didn’t work. You’ve got to –

MARTY swiftly removes the cow-headed zombie’s head. It falls to the ground.
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marty

Eww!

holly

Ditto.

marty

Let’s go!

Transition to RUSSELL and TRANSOM. Same as before.

russell

Oh pity! The Moo-Zombie died.

transom

It was a disgusting creature.

russell

How quick we are to judge, especially being a recent reinvention yourself. The Moo-Zombie didn’t
belong to this age any less than you, Mr. Dinosaur. In fact, now that I think about it, he clearly
belonged more. He was not a mere relic of the past, but a reinvention for the future. The differences
are striking when you sit and –

Enter MARTY and HOLLY.

transom

– Marty!

russell

Marty!

marty

Transom!

holly

Russell!

transom

See Russell?
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marty

We killed your zombie cow.

russell

I already knew that, thank you very much.

holly

And now we’re here to kill you!

marty

Seriously?

transom

Marty would never kill anyone.

holly

Oh. I’m sorry. I just thought – I mean you decaptated that zombie-cow-thing and, well –

marty

No, I get it.

russell

He has a very threatening stance right now. Would you mind adjusting a bit, Marty, I don’t want
your pants to split right down the middle. That can happen when you’re postured so –

marty

– give me back my dinosaur.

russell

Certainly.

TRANSOM rises and joines MARTY.

marty

Um. Thank you.

transom

That’s it? What about the ransom?

marty

Ransom for what?
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russell

A ransom for Transom. It just sounded good. Whatever. Take your leave.

marty

How much did he want for you?

transom

I have no idea.

holly

It must have been a lot.

transom

Thank you, Holly.

marty

How much did you want?

russell

You intend to meet my demands? Even when your sword threatens to penetrate my throat?

marty

I just want to know, okay.

russell

I wanted...

holly

He can’t even bring himself to say it.

russell

I wanted your friendships. All of you. Together. I’ve been envious for years. When you’re pegged as
a troublemaker and a nuisance there’s not much you can do about it at a young age. Those things
stick with you as you progress through the years at the same school. No escaping the past.

TRANSOM the actor turns into TRANSOM the stuffed dinosaur.

russell

It always catches up with you in one way or another, though.
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marty

But those things you did to me!

holly

And me!

russell

I know, and I’m sorry. I’d given up hope that I could be your friends. I thought a ransom was my
best bet. A ransom for Transom. It’s funny now that I think about it. It really is, isn’t it. Such a
sad life to have lived. And Marty, I never knew about your frog allergy. I was gone from school the
day the announcement was made.

holly

But you stepped on our heads.

russell

For that, again, I am so –

marty

– sit with us.

holly

What?

marty

Tomorrow at lunch. What do you say?

russell

I –

holly

– just don’t step on anybody’s head.

russell

I’d be honored and... well, thank you!

marty

See you tomorrow, Russell.

russell

Yes. Friends. Thank you.
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marty

Come on, Transom.

MARTY picks up the TRANSOM doll and exits with HOLLY. RUSSELL smiles.

END OF PLAY
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